Week 2 Pajama Pants Construction

– Week 2 –
Pajama Pants
Construction
• If you are just beginning to use your serger, you are welcome to use the sewing machine to baste seams in place before serging the seam. Once you build
your confidence, you will omit the basting step and just serge the seam.
• Before seams are serged, match the plaids by pining or gluing within the seam allowance.
• Use glue or Wonder Tape to adhere seams allowances in the correct direction. This will keep the feed teeth from pushing the seam allowances in the
opposite direction.
• Use glue or Wonder Tape to match crossing seams so that they match perfectly.
• Read through all directions before starting for a more successful serging experience.

I. Main Construction
1. Set the serger as follows:
4-thread overlock
Stitch length = 2.5-3.0
Blade cutting width = 6 (default setting)
Foot: All Purpose
2. Press the waistline casing to the wrong side 1-3/8" on each
pants piece (fig. 1a). Unfold (fig. 1b). It’s easier to press the fold
for the waistline casing before the center fronts and center backs
are serged together.
3. Place pants right sides together aligning the edges.
4. There are two methods to serge center front, center back and
waist of pants. Read through both methods and choose your
favorite.
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Method 1 – Clean Finish the Waist
a. Pin or quilt clip the center fronts together.
b. Refer to Tips for Serging an Inside Curve and serge the center fronts together (fig. 2), matching the plaids if you can.
c. Separate the front from the back and clean finish the top
of the pants (fig. 3).
d. Pin or quilt clip the center backs together.
e. Refer to Tips for Serging an Inside Curve. Glue the serged
seams together at the waist within the seam allowance since
you want these seams to match. Serge the center backs
together (fig. 4), matching the plaids if you can.
f. Hold the center front and center back seams together at
the top edge. Glue the center back seam allowance to the
pants in the opposite direction from the center front seam
allowance. Glue for about 3" through the casing area (fig. 5).
Gluing the seam down to the fabric will help the elastic run
through the casing more easily since it will not get stuck on
the seam allowance.
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Figure 5

Method 2 –Circular Waist
a. Pin or quilt clip the center fronts together and the center back together.
b. Refer to Tips for Serging an Inside Curve and serge the
center fronts together (see fig. 2), matching the plaids if
you can. Repeat for the center back (fig. 6).
c. Hold the center front and center back seams together
at the top edge. Glue each seam allowance to the pants in
opposite directions. Glue for about 3" through the casing
area. Gluing the seam down will help when you get ready
to run the elastic through the casing (see fig. 5).
d. Refer to Serging in a Circle and clean finish the top edge
of the waist (fig. 7).
5. Change to the piping foot. Find the piping bias strips for
the pants cuff. Refer to Creating Piping and make two pieces of
piping, one for each leg.
6. Center and glue the piping to the right side of each lower
leg, matching the edge of the leg with the edge of the piping
seam allowance. Serge the piping in place with the piping in
the groove of the foot (fig. 8). Trim the piping even with the
outer edge of the pants legs.
7. Fold each cuff piece in half, wrong sides together, and press
well. To keep the layers from shifting as they are serged, glue
the long edges together (fig. 9).
8. Center and glue the cuff edges to the piping/pants. The
piping will be sandwiched between the pants and the cuff.
Serge the cuffs in place with the pants on top and the piping in
the groove of the foot (fig. 10). NOTE: Since the cuff has two
layers of fabric on top of the piping and the pants only have
one layer, it is easier for the foot to "read" the piping through
one layer than two layers.
9. Change to the standard foot.
10. Press the cuff away from the pants. Glue each cuff/pants
seam allowance to the pants (fig. 11).
11. Trim the sides of the cuffs to align with the side of the
pants legs by laying a ruler against the cut edge of the pants
and drawing a line through the cuff.
12. Remove the cord from the seam allowance at each end of
the cuffs, if desired.
13. Follow the center front seam allowance from casing area
down to the crotch and glue crotch area seam allowance in the
same direction. Repeat for the center back seam allowance.
14. Place the front to the back of the legs, right sides together
matching the center front and center back seam, the lower
edges and the piping. Optional: Use Wonder Tape or glue to
help in matching the seams.
15. Serge inner legs, starting at the end of one leg, serge up
the leg, through the crotch and down the other leg (fig. 12).
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II. Finishing
1. Measure the child’s waist. Cut the elastic
to that measurement or 1/2" to 1" less for
a more snug fit. The elastic will end up 1"
less than the cut measurement, since the
ends are overlapped 1" when inserted into
the casing. If you don’t have the child to
measure, use these standard measurements
to cut the elastic.
3-4
21"
5-6
22"
7-8
23"
2. Fold the casing to the wrong side of the
pants and pin (fig. 13a).
3. Optional: Fold a 2" length of ribbon
in half and press. Glue the ribbon layers
together. Slide the raw edges of the ribbon
under the serged seam of the casing at the
center back. Glue in place (fig. 13b). This
tab indicates the pants back and will differ-

Figure 13a

entiate the front from the back, being very
useful when little ones dress themselves.
4. Using the sewing machine, straight stitch
(L=2.5) the casing in place along the serged
seam, leaving 3-4" unstitched between the
side and center back. The center back ribbon
tab will be stitched in place when the casing
is sewn in place (fig. 14). Insert the elastic into
the casing. Overlap the elastic ends 1". Zigzag
(L=2.5, W=2.5) in a square around the overlapped elastic (fig. 15). Expand the waistline of
the pants to distribute the elastic in the casing.
Stitch the opening in the casing closed. Make
sure the elastic is distributed evenly in the casing and straight stitch, back and forth, through
the casing/elastic at the center front (fig. 16).
Repeat for the center back (see fig. 16).
5. Tie-off the serger tails at the end hem
edge. Refer to What To Do With Serger
Tails, #2.
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All Done!

COMING UP IN WEEK 3
• Shirt Construction
• Finishing the End of Piping
• Piping a Curve
• Attaching the Collar with Your Serger
• And more serger tips!

